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Controlling your negative thoughts, feelings, visions, and emotions is an introductory measure
taken, when it comes to any physical or emotional affair recovery process. Your cheating spouse
must also give up the affair. This article focuses on affair recovery, particularly emotional affairs. For
your spouse's emotional affair to come to an end, your spouse needs to cut ties with the paramour,
and at the same time, let go of the next three points listed.

1) Forging a Strong Bond With The Other Individual and Making Them The Center Of Attention

Emotional affairs are not sexual. However, if he/she keeps making this other person that they seem
to have this emotional connection with, a priority over you and the marriage, which both of you
share, it will probably get there eventually. It is a gut-wrenching ordeal, finding out that your spouse
is starting to develop feelings toward another individual, as the reason for them having a sudden
emotional disconnect with you. Something that must be dealt with.

2) Secrecy of the Emotional Affair

Don't be surprised if your spouse is going out of his/her way to conceal the time spent on this other
individual to keep it out of your radar. Your spouse understands that you are not going to be
pleased, if he/she divulges the details on their communication and emotional connection. In some
cases, in the early stages, your spouse may speak about this individual innocently, but not anymore
once the emotional relationship develops. Honesty, trust, respect, loyalty, and transparency has
now been breached. These things will no doubt, take some time to bounce back from, while going
through the emotional affair recovery process.

3) Their "Friend" is Worth Defending More Than The Marriage Which You Both Share

Another major thorn in your emotional affair recovery, is when your spouse starts looking for
reasons to scold you, while being protective of the other individual. The marriage you both share, is
once again downgraded in this situation, in favor of their so called "friendship". Obviously, your
spouse is just looking for a reason to create further rifts in your marriage, so they can further their
emotional affair aspirations. Your spouse must overcome this.

- Getting Emotional Affair Recovery -

For your marriage to be back on track, there must be more than an ample amount of constructive
communication between you and your spouse on a regular basis. It is where the process of healing
and recovering as a couple, starts.

For you to feel more comfortable in this marriage, there needs to be a greater level of transparency.
Establishing boundaries with your spouse, of what type of communication is allowed, and what isn't
allowed in the marriage is something that must be done as well. It helps to work out these fine
details with your spouse, in the right way, for the benefit of your marriage.
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Lauren Kadarren - About Author:
- How To Go About This Communication Process The Right Way?
It is important to know a how you can recover from an emotional affair, and fix your marriage.
Click a recover from emotional affair  to get access to a step-by-step guide on how to go about it the
right way.
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